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it is generally recommended that before you flash the firmware file to your mobile, you should create
a backup of your current rom on your pc. this is because some roms on the market are really backed
by their creators. these are the roms that are provided with the backing files in a format that will not
harm your device. some roms are provided in a special format where they still need to be flashed on
your device. but if the rom that you flashed is an official rom, then you won’t have any problems. but
even then, it is better to create a backup of your current rom on your pc so that you can restore the
rom in case you get any problems. this is because the firmware will not overwrite or delete any of

your important files. using a custom firmware on your mobile is always a great idea to improve your
mobile for the overall better. if you want to install a custom rom on your device, then you should first

make sure that you know all the terms in the rom world. you should also know that by flashing a
custom rom on your device, you will lose the warranty on your device. and most of the new custom

roms that are included in the market have certain issues. there are also chances that your device will
be stuck in the boot loop. this could be the reason as to why some of your device is stuck in the boot

loop. and if it is, then all the usual solutions will not be a remedy for the issue. you should always
remember that if your device is in the boot loop, then you should try and factory reset it. in case of
this error, in all probability you’ve got corrupt baseband. (ci) dfu install. you’ll be able to re-flash the
baseband file and get the job completed once more. after you re-flash the baseband file, the error

message disappear.when you’ve got linked your mi cellphone in to your computer, select “firmware”
as a drive, and run the file from there. while this answer does act as a baseband replacement, it’s

only capable of flashing files to your “firmware” storage. whenever you run your cellphone, it could
possibly be too sluggish, and some apps may end up quitting. the most likely cause of this is a

damaged cli so let’s begin.
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